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ABSTRACT 
The problem of the reduction of a group majorization induced by an infinite 
group to a finite group majorization is discussed. A neeessa~ and sufficient condition 
for a possibility of the reduction is given. The condition genendizes ome knuwn 
inequalities in the matrix theory involving eigenvalues or singular values of a matrix. A 
corresponding result for a skew symmetric matrix is derived. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The theory of majorization has interesting applications in many disciplines 
of mathematics, e.g. in linear algebra, probability, statistics, geometry, combi- 
natorics, etc. The best general reference on this subject is Inequalities: 
Theory of Majorization and Its Applications by A. W. Marshall and I. Olkin 
(1979). 
It is know that the classical majorization is a vector preordering on R" 
induced by the permutation group. This fact enables one to extend the idea 
of majorization to other groups. The concept of a group majorizatiom which 
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is a vector preordering induced by a group of linear operators, comes from 
Rado (1952) and Mudholkar (1966). Since then the theory of group majoriza- 
tions has been developed by Eaton and Perlman (1977), Eaton (1982, 1984, 
1987a,b), Giovaguoli and Wynn (1985), Anderson and Perlman (1988), Gio- 
vagnoli and Romanazzi (1990), Steerneman (1990), and Miranda and Thomp- 
son (1994). In his papers Eaton has investigated these preorderings in the 
context of applications in probability and statistics. He has introduced a class 
of group majorizations, called group induced cone preorderings (for short, 
GIC preorderings), and has extended to this class some miscellaneous results 
regarding various groups. A basic property of a GIC preordering is that on 
some set it is a cone preordering. Thus one can study such preorderings with 
the aid of cone preordering techniques. 
In the past years GIC preorderings with finite groups have been mainly 
studied. At present he nature of such majorizations i  completely known. A 
main result for this case is Theorem 4.1 in Steerneman (1990). A fundamental 
corollary of this theorem says that a GIC preordering with finite group is a 
group majorization induced by a finite reflection group and vice versa. This 
fact is a source of many practical applications. 
Unfortunately, Steerneman's characterization for infinite groups does not 
hold, because there exist GIC preorderings with nonreflection groups. How- 
ever, in some cases of infinite groups some properties are met, which are 
known to characterize finite group majorizations. An attentive analysis of such 
examples hows that this is a consequence of the existence of a substitutional 
finite reflection group which induces a group majorization equivalent to the 
original one. Then one can reduce the majorization with nonreflection group 
to that with reflection group. So some results which hold for a finite group 
majorization can be strengthened to infinite case. The purpose of the present 
paper is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the reduction 
described above to hold. This is the reduction problem considered in detail in 
Section 3. 
The condition obtained in the problem has the form of a majorization 
inequality (called in this paper Schur type inequality) which unifies some 
known results in matrix theory regarding relationships between eigenvalues or
singular values and entries of a matrix. This is related to the inequalities of 
Schur (1923) and Fan (1951). 
Now we present a summary of the rest of the paper. Section 2 contains 
preliminaries. New results are collected in Section 3 and, to some extent, in 
Section 4. In Section 3 we show a close connection between the cardinality of 
a group inducing a GIC preordering and the interior of the cone related to 
the preordering. This is a completion of the mentioned theorem by Steerne- 
man. On the other hand, this result suggests a fruitful approach to the 
reduction problem. The problem is solved in our Theorem 3.2. In Section 4 
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we illustrate how our theory works. Each example contains an interpretation 
of a Schur type inequality. As a consequence of this inequality, in Example 
4.3 we present a new majorization version of the proof by Miranda and 
Thompson (1994) of Fan's inequalities. Moreover, in Example 4.4 we estab- 
lish a corresponding inequality for a skew symmetric matrix. 
2. GROUP MAJORIZATION 
Let V be a finite-diinensional real linear space with inner product [',- ]. 
As usual, the norm of a vector x ~ V is Ilxll = [x,  x] 1/2, and the norm of a 
linear operator k :V ~ V is Ilkll = supll=lt ~ Ilkzll. The image of a set A c V 
under k is denoted by kA, while the restriction of k to A is k]A. B(x, ~) is 
the open ball in V with the center x and the radius e > 0. The symbols 
int A, ri A, and cl A stand, respectively, for the interior, the relative interior. 
and the closure of a set A c V. Recall that the relative interior of a convex 
subset of a finite-dimensional inner product space is not empty. Moreover, 
the relative interior and the interior coincide when the latter is nonempty. 
A relation ~ on V is called a preordering i f ( l )  x ~ x for all x ~ V, and 
(2) x ~y ,y  ~z  implies x ~z  for all x ,y ,z  ~ V. 
Let O(V) denote the orthogonal group acting on V, and let G be a closed 
subgroup of O(V). The identity element of G is denoted by I. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The group majorization w.r.t, the closed group G c 
O(V), abbreviated as G-majorization and written as ~c , is the preordering 
on V defined by 
Y ~c x i f fy  ~ Cc(x ), (2.1) 
where Co(x) is the convex hull of the set orbc(x) = {gx : g ~ G}, tile orbit 
of the vector x under the action of the group G. 
It is readily seen that the preordering ~c~ is G-invariant, that is, for all 
x,y ~ V and gl, g2 ~ G one has 
Y~c x iff g~Y~c g2x- (2.2) 
Furthermore, the group majorization ~c generates an equivalence relation 
=c on V defined as follows: 
Y----c x iff y ~c x and x ~c  Y- (2.3) 
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Giovagnoli and Wynn (1985, p. 113) observed that y =c  x iff y = gx for 
some g ~ G. 
The following proposition provides an analytical tool to verify whether the 
relation y ~c  x holds for fixed x, y ~ V. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Eaton, 1984; Giovagnoli and Wynn, 1985). Suppose 
G c O(V)  is a closed group. Let x, y ~ V. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) y ~c x, 
(ii) 0(Y)  < 0(x )  for all real convex functions 0 defined on V such that 
~O(gz) = ~O(z) for all z ~ V, g ~ G, 
(iii) me(u,  y) < me(u,  x) for all u ~ V, where me(u,  z) = 
sup~c [u, gz], u ~ V, is the support function of the set Co(z). 
In the study of a group majorization, the method based on the support 
functions becomes easier when the preordering is so-called group induced 
cone preordering. Before the definition recall that a nonempty set C c V is a 
convex cone if aC + [3C c C for all scalars, a , /3  > 0. We shall call a set 
T c C a generator of the convex cone C, and write C = cone T, if every 
point of C can be expressed as a nonnegative linear combination of a finite 
number  of points in T. A minimal generator (w.r.t. the inclusion relation) is 
called a frame of the cone. A cone preordering is a preordering ~ on V 
defined by y ~x  iff x-y  ~ C, where C cV  is a convex cone. In this 
situation we also say that ~ is induced by C. I f  W is a linear subspace of V 
and C c V is a convex cone, then the symbol dual w C denotes the dual cone 
of C w.r.t. W defined by dual w C = {y ~ W :[x, y] > O, x ~ C}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The group majorization ~a on V is a group induced 
cone preordering (for short, a GIC preordering) if there exists a nonempty 
closed convex cone F c V such that 
(A1) orbc(x)  A F is nonempty for each x ~ V, 
(A2) me(x, y) = [x, y] for all x, y ~ F. 
In the above situation, in order to express the dependence on V, G, and 
F, we shall say that conditions (A1) and (A2) are met for the triple (V, G, F), 
too. 
In the event that the majorization ~c  is a GIC preordering it is easy to 
see that ~c  restricted to suitable cone F is equivalent o the cone preorder- 
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ing induced by dual w F, where W = lin F = F - F, i.e., for all x, y E F 
one has 
Y ~cx  iff x -y  ~dua l  w F. (2.4) 
Moreover, if there exists a finite frame of F, say T = {tl, t 2 . . . . .  t,,~}, then the 
above condition can be rewritten in the form 
Y ~c  x iff [ t~ ,x - -  y]  >~ 0 forall i = 1,2 . . . . .  m. ('2.5) 
In our considerations we shall use the following technical lemma that 
corresponds to Lemma 4.3 of Eaton and Perlman (1977) and Lemma 4.1 of 
Steerneman (1990). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a closed subgroup of O(V), and let A c V be a 
nonempty set such that me(x ,  y)  = [x, y] for  all x, y ~ A. Then A Cq gA = 
{x ~ A : gx = x} for  all g ~ G and ri A ngA= 0 for  all g ~ G such that 
gla ¢ IIA. Moreover, if g lx l  = g2x2 for  some x~ ~ ri A, x 2 ~ A, and 
gl, g2 ~ G, then gilA = g,2lA. In particular, if g ~ G and gx ~ After some 
x ~ ri A, then gla = I la.  
Proof. Let g ~ G be given. The inclusion {x ~ A : gx = x} c A N ~,A is 
trivial. We shall prove the reverse inclusion. Let x ~ A ngA.  Then x ~ A 
and x = gy for some y ~ A. It is not hard to verify that mc;(x, y) = [x, y] 
implies [x, y] > [x, gy], which gives IIx - gyll -> IIx - yll. Hence x = y = 
g- Ix ,  that is, gx = x, as required. 
Now assume additionally that g l A =g II A. We have to show ri A ngA = !i. 
Suppose, contrary to our claim, that there exists x ~ ri A N gA. Then, by the 
proved part of  the lemma, we get gx = x. It follows from g l~ :g I IA that 
gz 4: z for some z E A. Therefore x 4: z and z ~ 0. However, x ~ ri A, so 
there exists ~ > 0 such that Yx = x + A(z - x) E A for all real numbers A 
satisfying I,~1 -< ½~llz - xll -~. Since mc(ya, z) = [YA, z], we obtain [YA, z] 
> [ya, gz]. A bit of algebra yields (1 - A)[x, z. - gz] + A[z, z - gz] > O. 
Because g is an isometry and gx = x, we have [x, z - gz] = 0. Combining 
this equality with the last inequality, we obtain A[ z - gz, z ] _> 0. But A may 
take positive and negative values, so that [z - gz, z] = 0. Thus, by Ilgzlt = 
Ilzll, we have [z, gz] = [z, z] = I lgzll" Ilzll. On  account of Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality this implies gz = az  for some real cr > 0. Again employing 
Ilgzl[ = Ilzll, we get gz = z, a contradiction. This completes the proof of" the 
desired assertion. 
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Suppose g lX l  = g2x2 for some x 1 ~ ri A, x 2 ~ A, and gl, g2 ~ G. 
Then x I ~ ri A A g~-lg 2 A, which by the previous part of the lemma gives 
(g l lg2) lA  = IIA. Hence gilA = g21A. 
I f  gx ~A for some x ~ r iA  and g~G,  then in order to get the 
assertion it is sufficient to employ the above method with gl = g, g2 = I, 
x 1 =x ,  and x 2 =gx.  • 
Assuming (A1) and (A2) for the preordering ~,  a corollary from 
Lemma 2.1 is the existence and the uniqueness of the idempotent operator 
(-)* : V --* F such that for all x, y ~ V 
• x (2.6) 
and 
Y ~c  x iff Y* ~c  x*. (2.7) 
Thus one can consider the cone F instead of the space V in a number of 
problems concerning G-majorization. 
The definition of the operator can be stated as follows. For each x ~ V 
we define x* as the only vector of the set orbG(x) n F: 
{x*} = orbs (x )  n F. (2.8) 
In order to see the correctness of this definition, observe by (A1) that 
orbc(x) A F is a nonempty set, and next by Lemma 2.1 that it consists of 
exactly one element. Lastly, G-invariance of ~c implies (2.6) and (2.7). An 
operator of this type is a maximal invariant for the group G (cf. Lehman, 
1986, p. 285). 
An example of a group inducing a GIC preordering is an arbitrary 
reflection group (cf. Eaton and Perlman, 1977). 
DEFINmON 2.3. A group G c O(V) is a reflection group if there exists 
a set A c V of vectors with unit length such that G is the smallest closed 
subgroup of O(V)  which contains the set {S r : r ~ A}, where Sr(X) = X -- 
2[X, r]r, x ~ V, is the reflection through the hyperplane orthogonal to r. 
Now we present four examples to illustrate the concept of GIC preorder- 
ings for finite groups. Results of Examples 2.2-2.4 will be also used in 
Section 4 to illustrate the idea of the reduction of some infinite group 
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majorizations to finite ones. Here we follow Eaton (1984, p.16) and Miranda 
and Thompson (1994, pp. 137-140). For detailed verification of  (A1) and 
(A2) we refer the reader to these references. 
As usual, R" denotes the Euclidean space of n × 1 column vectors. The 
inner product of n-vectors x and y is xry ,  where (.)r is the transposition 
operation. For x = (x l, x 2 . . . . .  x,,)  r ~ R"  the symbol [xl denotes the vector 
of moduli of entries of  x ~ R ", i.e. Ixl = (Ix~l, Ix21 . . . . .  Ix,,I) r. Moreover, by' 
x ;  we denote the vector  (x[1] ,  x[21 . . . . .  X[n]) T, where x{1 ] >__ x[2 ] > .-. > x{,,l 
are the entries of x stated in nonincreasing order. Thus ] x] ~ is equal to the 
vector (]x][ll, ]x][21 . . . . .  [x[[,l) r. For x ~ R" the symbol sign x means 
sign (II~'= l xi) .  When z ~ R", then the symbol diag z stands for the diagonal 
matrix with the entries of  the vector z on the diagonal. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider V = R ~. Let G be the group ~, of coordinate 
sign changes, that is, the group of all real n x n diagonal matrices with 
diagonal entries all 1 or -1 .  Then F={x ~R" :x~,x  e . . . . .  x,, > 0} and 
x* = Ix[ for any x ~ R n. A frame of F consists of vectors t i = 
(0 . . . . .  0, 1,0 . . . . .  0) ~, whose i-th entry is 1 and remaining entries are 0. 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Thus, by (2.5) and (2.7), for x, y ~ R"  one has 
y~c x iff ly~[~lx~l, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. As above, take V = R". Let G be the group o~a,, of all real 
n x n permutation matrices. Recall that a permutation matrix is a matrix with 
entries all 0 or 1 such that each row and each column contains exactly' one 
entry equal to 1. Here F={x ~R" :x  I >x ,  2 > ... >x, ,} ,and x* =x+ for 
each x ~R ". A frame of F is the set T={t t ,  t ~ . . . . .  t , , , t , ,+l},  where 
t,,+l = - t  n and t i = (1 . . . . .  1,0 . . . . .  0) 7`  is the vector whose the first i 
entries are 1 and the remaining ones are 0, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Appl~ng ('2.5) and 
(2.7), we conclude that 
'.2_' 
y ,~,c  x iff ~ Yi = ~x i  and 
j= l  j=  1 
i i 
E ' tJJ -< E  IoJ, 
j= l  j=l  
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n -1 .  
This is the well-known classical major i za t ion  preorder ing  (see Marshall and 
Olkin, 1979, p. 7), denoted in this paper by ,-<,,~ . 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Again let V = R", and let G be the group generated by 
the union of the groups considered in Examples 2.1-2.2, in symbols G = ~n 
® ~n" Note that G = { pc : p ~ 9 , ,  c ~ ~n}. It can be shown that properties 
(A1) and (A2) are satisfied for (V ,G ,F ) ,  where F= {x ~R" :x  1 >x  2 > 
• -" > x,  > 0}. It is also easy to verify that x* = Ixl ~, x ~ R ~. m frame of F 
is T = {tl, t 2 . . . . .  t,}, where t~, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, are as in Example 2.2. 
Therefore, by (2.5) and (2.7), we have 
i i 
y~ax iff ~ ly l t j l~  ~lx l t j l .  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n. 
j= l  j= l  
This is the weak submajor izat ion preorder ing between the vectors [ y I and I x] 
(cf. Marshall and Olkin, 1979, p. 10), in our notation ~w • 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let V = R" and G = {g = pc ~ '~n ® fF, : p ~P , , ,  c 
~n, detc  = 1}. Put F = {x ~ R" :  x 1 > x 2 > -" > x ,_  1 > Ix.I} and x* = 
(Ixlt11, Ixlt2~ . . . . .  Ixltn_ 11,(sign x)lxlM) T, x ~ n n. 
Because this is a new example of a GIC preorder ing with a finite group, 
we shall show that conditions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. F rom the previous 
examples we know that for any x ~ R" there exists p ~ 9 ,  and c ~ ~,  such 
that x = clxl = cplxl+ = pcllxl, = p(clco)(Co[Xl+), where c 1 = p - l cp  
~', and c o = diag(1 . . . . .  1, - 1) r. Hence det c 1 = det c = sign x. I f  sign x = 
1 then we put c 2 = c 1, and if sign x = -1  then c 2 = clc o. In both cases 
x = pc2x* with p ~,  and c 2 ~ ~'n, det c 2 = 1. This proves (A1). 
Now we shall prove (A2). Fix any x, y ~ R". By a result by Miranda and 
Thompson (1993, Theorem 1 or 1994, p. 137) it can be derived for any 
p ~,~,  and c ~ ~', with detc  = 1 that t r (d iag x) [pc(d iag  y)pT]T < 
y 'n -1  X i=l [i] y][i] + (sign x ) lx l t , ] ( s ig  n y)lyn[.l when det p = 1 and tr (d iag x) 
[ (pco)c(diag y ) (pco) r ]  T < En--)lxlt/llylt,l + (sign x)lxlH(sign y)lyltnl 
when det p = - 1, where tr means the trace of a matrix. But whichever case 
holds, the left side of the last two inequalities is equal to [x, pcy] because of 
the formula pc(diag y)pT  = diag(pcy) ,  while the right side equals [x*, y*]. 
Therefore we have [x, pcy] < [x*, y*] for all p ~n and c ~ ~', such that 
det c = 1, which leads easily to condition (A2). 
A frame of F is T = {tl, t 2 . . . . .  tn_2 , t , , tn+l} ,  where ti ,  i = 1,2 . . . . .  
n - 2, n, are as in Example 2.2, and t ,+ 1 = (1 . . . . . .  1, -1 )  T [note that the 
1 vector tn_ 1 = 7( t  n + tn+l ) ] .  Thus by (2.5) and (2.7) we obtain for any 
x ,y~R"  
Y~G X 
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if and only if 
n 1 n 1 
I, j lv~- (sign y)lylt,,l -<-< ~] Ixlv~ - (sign x)lxlt,,~, 
j= l  j=1  
n - I  n -  1 
E lyltjl + (sign y)lylt,l -< ~ Ixlt91 + (sign x)[xlt,,I, 
, ]= 1 j= l  
i i 
j=l j= J 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  n -2 .  
This preordering we will denote by the symbol %,,t • 
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3. REDUCTION PROBLEM AND SCHUR TYPE INEQUALITY 
Since Eaton and Perlman published in 1977 a paper on majorization and 
reflection groups, it has been known that a majorization w.r.t, a reflection 
group is a GIC preordering. In 1990 Steerneman proved the converse result 
for finite groups. Thus the class of GIC preorderings induced by finite groups 
is already completely characterized (see Steerneman, 1990, Theorem 4.1). 
Unfortunately, this result is not valid for infinite groups, because there 
exist GIC preorderings with nonreflection groups. However, in order to be 
able to characterize an infinite group majorization with the help of the theory 
of GIC preorderings with finite groups we apply the following method. We 
reduce a majorization with infinite group to an equivalent majorization with 
finite group. Then one can obtain properties of the original preordering via 
properties of the substitutional one. More precisely, if an infinite group G 
induces a GIC preordering, that is, if conditions (A1) and (A2) arc met fbr 
(V, G, F) under some closed convex cone F c V, then a natural approach is 
to find a finite subgroup G O c G such that majorizations ~c and %:. are 
equivalent, which means for any x, y ~ V that 
Y ~c x iff Y ~c,, x, (3.1) 
and such that the triple (V, Go, F) satisfies conditions (A1) and (A2), too. 
By forthcoming Lemma 3.1 it can be deduced that the reduction problem 
posed in the above form has no solution, because the conditions on G 0 are 
too much restrictive. This suggests modifying the problem (see below). 
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In the proof of Lemma 3.1 we will apply the following Theorem 3.1, 
which completes the mentioned theorem by Steerneman. It shows a close 
relationship between the cardinality of a group inducing a GIC preordering 
and the interior of the cone related to the preordering. Namely, in the case of 
a finite group the interior is nonempty, while for an infinite group it is empty. 
This fact will be a source of a new approach to the reduction problem. 
THEOREM 3.1• Let V be a finite-dimensional real inner product space, 
and let G be a closed subgroup of O(V ). Suppose (A1) and (A2) are met for 
(V, G, F) where F c V is a closed convex cone. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) G is infinite, 
(ii) int F is the empty set, 
(iii) G is an uncountable set. 
Proof. (i) =* (ii): Let G be an infinite group. To obtain a contradiction, 
suppose that int F ~ 0- Because O(V) is compact, G is a compact group, too. 
For this reason there exists an infinite sequence (gin) of elements of G such 
that gi ~ gj for all i ~ j  and (gin) is convergent to some element of G. 
There exists an open ball B(z, 8) c in t  F with z ~ 0 and 6 > 0. Now it can 
be shown that llg - ~111>- 611zl1-1 for all g, ~ ~ G, g ~ ~. Suppose not. 
Then IIg - ~11 < 611zll- for some g, ~ ~ G, g ~ ~. This implies IIz - 
g- l~z l l  = I lgz - ~zll _< IIg - ~11" Ilzll < 6. Hence g-~z  ~ B(z, 6) c int F 
and consequently z ~ ~- lg  int F. However, z ~ B(z, 6) c in t  F, so that 
z ~ int F fq ~-lg( int F), where ~- tg  ~ I. In addition, V = F - F, int F = 
ri F and (~- lg) le  :~/IF, because int F #: 0. This yields z ~ ri F A ~- lg  ri F 
with (~-lg) lF ~ IIF, which by Lemma 2.1 leads to a contradiction. Thus the 
proof of the fact IIg - ~11 >- 611zll -~, g, ~ ~ G, g ~ ~, is complete. In 
particular Ilgl - g, llj _> 611zll , , v~j. But this is impossible by the conver- 
gence of (gm)" Therefore int F = ~ is proved. 
(ii) ~ (i): Assume that int F = 0- We have to show that G is infinite. 
Suppose not. Then, by Theorem 4.1 in Steerneman (1990), we have int F ~ 0, 
which contradicts the assumption. So the group must be infinite as claimed. 
(i) =* (iii): Let G be infinite. For contradiction suppose that G is count- 
able. By the proved equivalence of (i) and (ii) we conclude that int F = 0. 
Hence int (gF) = g int F = 0, because any g ~ G is an isometry. Therefore 
gF is a closed boundary set. Moreover, by (A1) we have V = LIg ~ c gF, 
which implies that V is a set of the first category. This is impossible by 
Baire's theorem. Therefore G must be an uncountable group. 
(iii) =* (i): Obvious. • 
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In the lemma below a symbol of the type K Iw, where K is a subset of G 
and W is a subspace of V, will denote the set of the restrictions Klw = 
{klw:k ~K}.  
LEMMA 3.1. Let V be a finite-dimensional real inner produce space, and 
let G and G o be closed subgroups of O(V ) such that G o c G. Suppose 
conditions (A1) and (A2) are met for (V, G, F) and (V, G o, F) with a closed 
convex cone F c V. Then Golw = Glw, where W = lin F = F - F. Further- 
more, if int F 4: ~ then G o = G. Additionally, if G o is finite then G o = C. 
Proof. Because G O c G, we have G01w c GIw. It is sufficient o show 
GIw c Go] w. Take any g ~ G. Fix an arbitrary point x ~ ri F. For the point 
gx ~ V, by (A1) for (V, G o, F), there exist go ~ Go and x 0 ~ F such that 
gx = goxo. Therefore by Lemma 2.1 applied to (V, G, F) we obtain g]e = 
golF and consequently glw = g0lw- Thus actually glw ~ G0lw, which is our 
claim. 
I f int  F 4:0 then V = F - F = W, and therefore we get G O = G. 
If  G O is a finite group, then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that int F 4: 0" 
Therefore, as previously, G O = G. • 
We now turn to our reduction problem. If  G is an infinite group and G O 
is a finite one, then Lemma 3.1 shows that the reduction discussed earlier of 
~c  by ~ co on the whole space V is impossible. Therefore a new concept 
of the reduction is required. 
On account of (2.7) it is known that a GIC preordering ~c with 
a suitable cone F can be characterized on F only. So our interest will 
be concentrated on the smallest subspace of V containing F, i.e. on W = 
lin F = F - F. Now it suffices to ask about the possibility of the reduction of 
the majorization ~c on the space W. 
Thus the reduction problem takes the form of the question: when for a 
triple (V, G, F) possessing properties (A1) and (A2) does there exist a closed 
group H c O(W)  such that 
H c {glw :g E G, gW= W} (3.2) 
and 
conditions (A1) and (A2) are met for (W, H, F )?  (3.3) 
The importance of the problem stated in this form is connected with the 
fact that if there exists such a group H, then, as we will show in Lemma 3.2 
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and Theorem 3.2, the majorizations ~c and ~H considered on W are 
equivalent: 
Y ~c x iff y ~H x for all x ,y  ~W.  (3.4) 
By virtue of (2.7) this will mean that 
Y ~c x iff y* ~n x* for all x ,y  ~V.  (3.5) 
Thus an exploration of the properties of the initial majorization ~c can be 
replaced by a study of the substitutional majorization ~u • Such an approach 
to the problem of characterization f a GIC preordering induced by an 
infinite group has some advantages. Namely, by Theorem 3.1, H must be 
finite because the space W is defined in such a way that the cone F as a 
subset of W has nonempty interior. Next, since H is finite and (3.3) hold, so 
by Theorem 4.1 of Steerneman (1990), it must be a finite reflection group. 
For this reason the range of application of the last theorem for ~/  is full, 
which completely characterizes this majorization and, occasionally, the ma- 
jorization ~c . 
On the other hand, if the group H is known a priori then one can obtain 
an inequality called in this paper a Schur type inequality: 
Px ~n x*, x ~ V, (3.6) 
where P is the orthogonal projection from V onto W (see Theorem 3.2). It 
generalizes the classical inequality of Schur (1923) regarding eigenvalues and 
diagonal entries of a symmetric matrix (see Example 4.1) as well as the 
relationships of Fan (1951) between singular values and diagonal entries of an 
arbitrary matrix (see Examples 4.2-4.3). 
Our approach to the problem is as follows. First, in Lemma 3.2 we show 
that if there exists a subgroup H satisfying (3.2) and (3.3), then it is uniquely 
determined and is equal to 
H= {h = glw : g ~ G, gW= W}.  (3.7) 
Next we ask for a sufficient and necessary condition on H for which the 
reduction of the form (3.4) holds. It appears in Theorem 3.2 that such a 
condition is a Schur type inequality (3.6). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional real inner product space, and 
let G be a closed subgroup of O(V ). Assume that conditions (A1) and (A2) 
hold for (V, G, F), where F c V is a closed convex cone. Let W = F - F. 
Suppose that there exists a closed subgroup H c O(W ) satisfying (3.2) and 
(3.3). Then H = {h = glw : g ~ G, gW = W}. 
Proof. Denote H 0 = {h = glw:g ~ G, gW = W}. First we show that 
(W, Ho, F) satisfies (A1) and (A2). 
Since (A1) and (A2) hold for (W, H, F), in particular W = U h ~,  hF. 
Because HcH o, we have UheHhFc  Ut,~u, hF. But the space W is 
H0-invariant; therefore hF c W for any h ~ H 0. Hence U t, ~ 14,, hF c W. 
Summarizing all of this gives W = U h~ it,, hF, that is, condition (A1) is met 
for (W, H0, F). 
Condition (A2) for (W, H o, F) follows directly from (A2) for (V, C, F). 
Thus we see that both the triples (W, H, F) and (W, H 0, F) satist~/(A1) 
and (A2) with H c H 0 and int F 4= 0 in (W). Therefore, by Lemma :3.1, tbr 
these triples we get H = H 0, which is our assertion. • 
THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional real inner product space. 
and let G be a closed subgroup of O(V). Assume that F c V is a c, losed 
convex cone such that conditions (A1) and (A2) are nwt fi~r (V, G, F). Let 
W = F - F and H = {h = glw:g ~ G, gW = W}. Then the.fidlowin~ state- 
nwnts are equivalent: 
(i) the majorizations ~c and ~H are equivalent ou W, that is, 
Y ~G x iff y ~u x for all x, y E W; (:3.8) 
(ii) conditions (A1) and (A2) are ,wtfl~r (W, H, P): 
(iii) a Schur type inequality holds, that is, 
Px ~,  x*, x ~ V, (3.9) 
where P is the orthogonal projection from the space V onto the space W. 
In addition, if any of the above conditions' holds, then H is a finite rqflection 
group. 
Proof. (i) ~( i i ) :Assumethat  y ~c  x i f / 'y ~u x forallx, y ~ W. We 
only need to prove (A1) for (W, H, F), because (A2) for this triple is e~deut 
by (A2) for (V,G, F). So we have to show that the set o rb , (y )  n F is not 
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empty for each y ~ W. Fix an arbitrary y ~ W. By (A1) for (V, G, F), there 
exist g~ G and x~F such that y =gx.  Hence y ~c x and, in conse- 
quence, y ~n X. This means y = F, imla~h~x for some h i ~ H and a/ > 0, 
1 < i < m, with F_,i'~ 1 ai = 1. Without loss of generality it can be assumed 
that there are not equal vectors among hix, i = 1 . . . . .  m. The triangle 
inequality and Ilyll = Ilxll give IIE~mla~h~xll = Ei'n=laillhixll. Hence all 
vectors h i x, 1 < i < m, are equal to each other. By virtue of the remark we 
made above, this is impossible unless m = 1. Therefore y = hlx and so 
x ~ orbn(y)  C3 F ¢ ~, which proves the implication. 
(ii) =* (iii): Assume (A1) and (A2) for (W, H, F). Fix arbitrarily y ~ V. 
It is necessary to prove Py ~n Y*" By (A1) for (V, G, F) we get y = gx for 
some g ~ G and x ~ F. For this reason we must show that Pgx ~x x. Since 
x and Pgx are vectors in W, it is sufficient, by virtue of Proposition 2.1 
applied to the majorization ~n, to verify the inequalities mn(u, Pgx)< 
mn(u, x) for each u ~ W. It follows from H-invariance of the function 
mH('," ) and from (A1) for (W, H, F) that it is sufficient o prove mx(u,  Pgx) 
< mn(u, x) only for u ~ F. Moreover, condition (A2) for (W, H, F) implies 
that we have to prove [u, hPgx] < [u, x] for each u ~ F, h ~ H. FIX any 
u ~ F and h ~ H. Then h = g01w for some go ~ G such that go W = W. 
Since gx - Pgx is orthogonal to W and golu ~ W, we have [golu, gx - 
Pgx] = 0 and then [u, gogx] = [u, goPgx]. Applying (A2) for (V, G, F), we 
get [u, gogx] < [u, x]. So [u, goPgx] < [u, x], and consequently [u, hPgx] 
< [u, x], as claimed. 
(iii) =* (i): Let Px ~n x* for all x ~ V. This and (A1) for (V, G, F) yield 
Pgx -~'H x for all x ~ F and g ~ G. It now follows that Co(x) n W = Cn(x)  
for any x ~ F. In fact, given x ~ F, we have P orbc(x) c CH(x) and then 
PCG(x) c Cn(x). In addition, one can verify that Cx(x)  = PCx(x)  c 
eCc(x).  Therefore PCc(x)= Cn(x).  On the other hand Co(x)n  W c 
eCc(x).  Indeed, if y ~ Co(x) n W then y ~ Co(x), and Py = y, which 
gives y ~ PCG(x). Recapitulating, we have Co(x) N W c Cn(x). However, 
it is readily seen that Cp~(x) c Co(x) f3 W. Finally, Cc(x)  n W = Cn(x), 
as desired. 
Now, consider any x ,y  ~W.  If  y ~n x then y ~Clq(x)  CCc(x )  ,so 
Y ~G x. Conversely, let y ~c  x. Then y ~ CG(x) n W = Cn(x). Hence 
Y ~n x, completing the proof of the implication. 
The remainder of the Theorem 3.2 follows directly from the fact that if 
W = F -  F, then the interior of F in W is nonempty, as well as from 
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 in Steerneman (1990) applied to the triple 
(W, H, F). • 
In Section 2 we saw that if a group induces a GIC type preordering, then 
it generates a maximal invariant (.)* defined on a suitable linear space such 
that connections (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied. Therefore, in the context of 
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Theorem 3.2, the inequality (3.9) can be equivalently written in the form 
( Px)*  "<n x*, x ~ V,  (3.10) 
where on the left side appears the maximal invariant for H, and on the right 
side--in general--that for G. However, by Lemma 2.1 we can conclude that 
the two operators coincide on the space W. In other words, the maximal 
invariant for H is the restriction to W of the one for G. Therefore we employ 
the same symbol for them. 
4. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we present four matrix examples, which show how to 
interpret statements (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.2. To this end we adapt some 
examples from Eaton (1984, pp. 17-18; 1987b, pp.14-16) and Miranda and 
Thompson (1994, pp. 137-140). Each example provides a suitable Sehur type 
inequality. Additionally, in Example 4.3 we give an alternative argument for a 
result of Fan concerning a comparison between diagonal entries and singular 
values of a matrix. As a further application of Theorem 3.2, in Example 4.4 
we establish for a skew symmetric matrix an analogue to the known inequali- 
ties (4.3), (4.6), and (4.7). 
It is well know that the group majorizations in the forthcoming examples 
are GIC preorderings. Therefore proofs of these facts will not be repeated. 
(For the proofs we refer the reader to the papers mentioned above). 
Throughout this section the usual matrix notation is used. Among others 
,~', is the linear space of all n × n matrices. The symbols ~ and 5"~,, 
stand, respectively, for the space of n × n symmetric matrices and for the 
space of skew symmetric matrices. Moreover, by ~n is denoted the spaee of 
n × n diagonal matrices. For an x ~,~ we denote by A(x) the vector 
(Al(x) ,  A2(x) . . . . .  A , (x ) )  r of the eigenvalues of x in noninereasing order. By 
s(x) we mean the vector of the singular values of an x ~/ , , ,  i.e. the vector of 
the eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite matrix (x rx )  1/2. So s (x )= 
1( (x rx )  1/2) and s l (x )  > s2(x)  > .." > s , (x )  >_ O. The symbol det x stands 
for the determinant of a quadratic matrix x. If a is an n × 1 vector then 
diag a is the n × n diagonal matrix with a on the diagonal. Analogously, if 
a l, a 2 . . . . .  a t are k × k matrix blocks and a = (a r, a r . . . . .  a~') r is a column 
of the blocks, then diag a is the kr  × kr block-diagonal matrix with the 
blocks of a on the diagonal. @,, = O(R n) is the group of all n × n orthogonal 
matrices, while S~Cn = {g ~ el, : det g = 1} is the special orthogonal group. 
In the real matrix spaces considered below, the inner product for matrices 
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x, y is [x, y] = tr xy r, the trace of the matrix xy T. Moreover, the notation of 
Examples 2.1-2.4 is continued. Recall that ~,, and ~,~ stand, respectively, for 
the coordinate sign changes group and for the permutation group. 
Example 4.1 
Putting V = ~,,, we consider the compact group G of all linear operators 
of the form x ~ gxg z, x ~,  where g runs over ~,. Here F = {z ~_~,, :
z n >z22 > .-. >z , ,}  and therefore W=F-F  is the space ~, ,  while 
n i ~ , dual W F = {z ~,  :E j= lZ j j  = 0, E j= lz j j  _ O, ~ = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1}. More- 
over x* = diag A(x) because of the spectral theorem for symmetric matrices. 
So, by (2.4) and (2.7), we get for any x, y ~ S~,, 
Y gc  x (4.1a) 
if and only if 
i i 
j=l  j=l  j=l  j=l 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  n -  1. (4.1b) 
Referring to Example 2.2, it is worth noting that here y ~c x means the 
classical majorization relation between the vectors of the eigenvalues of y 
and x, respectively. 
Now we give the explicit form of the group H described in Theorem 3.2. 
Note via Example 2.2 and the formula p(d iaga)p  T= diag pa, p ~n,  
a ~ R ~, that the group consisting of all linear operators of the form z ~ pzp T, 
z ~ where p varies over "~n, satisfies the conditions (3.2) and (3.3). 
Therefore by Lemma 3.2 we see that H = {h ~ O(W) : hz = pzp T, z ~ W,  
P ~Pn} and that properties (A1) and (A2) are met for (W,  H, F). In 
addition, for any a, b ~ R" 
diag b ~n diag a iff b ~,, a. (4.2) 
Thus for any x, y ~S~,, we obtain y* ~n x* iff A(y) ~m A(x), which by 
(4.1) is equilavent to y ~c x. Hence the equivalence of ~c and ~n on W 
is obvious. 
By the above analysis and Theorem 3.2 (iii) one can get the classical 
inequality of Schur (1923): for any x ~ 
(Xll, X22 ..... Xnn) T ~m ('~l(X), ~2(X) ..... ~n(x))  T , (4.3) 
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because the orthogonal projection P from S~,, onto 5~,, has the form 
Px = diag(xH, x22 . . . . .  X.n) r and x* = diag()tl(x), )t2(x) . . . . .  A.(x)) r. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Take V =~¢,,. Given gl, g,2 ¢ eYn, consider the linear 
x T ~, , .  Ix~t G be the group of all operators of this operator x gl g2, x 
form. By the singular value decomposition theorem one can write F = { z 
-~,, : zl l  > zo2 > "'" > z , ,  > 0} and x* = diag s(x) .  Similarly as in the pre- 
vious example, W is the space ..~,,. The cone dual w F is the set {z 
_~,, :Y'.}=lzjj >_ 0, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n). For this reason (2.4) and (2.7) imply for 
any x, y ~M¢~,, 
i i 
y~c x iff Y '~s j (y )  < ~. . s ) (x ) ,  i=  1 ,2  . . . . .  n. (4.4) 
j - I  j= I  
Using results of Example 2.3, we see that y ~ c x if and only if s(y)  ~ w s(x), 
that is, the weak majorization relation holds between the vectors of the 
singular values of y and x, respectively. 
Applying a similar method as in Example 4.1 one can conclude that the 
group H consists of all operators of the form z ~ pczp T, z ~ 2,, ,  where 
matrices p and c run over 9,, and Y],, respectively. Additionally 
pc(diag a)p T = diag pca for any p ~. ,  c ~ ~,, and a ~.P2,~. So, having in 
mind Example 2.3, we see that (A1) and (A2) for (W, H, F) are met, and for 
given a, b ~ ~'" we have 
diagb ~H diaga iff b ~,~ a. (4.5) 
In consequence, for any x, y ~/ ,  we have y* ~u x* iff s (y )  ~,~ (x )  iff 
Y "~'c x, the last by (4.4). This means that ~c and ~u are equivalent on W. 
According to Theorem 3.2 we have a Schur type inequality, as follows. It is 
not hard to cheek that the orthoprojector P from fg,, onto 2 ,  is defined by 
Px = diag(x11, x22 . . . . .  x,,,,) r, and (Px)* is the diagonal matrix with the 
entries of the vector (]Xll], ]x221 . . . . .  ]xn,,]) r in noninereasing order on the 
diagonal. Therefore the Schur type inequality (3.9) becomes here the follow- 
ing inequality of Fan (1951): for any x ~,~ 
(Ix~ll, Ix221 . . . . .  I x,,,,I) 7 ~w(S I (X) ,S2(X)  . . . . .  Sn(X) )  T . (4.6)  
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Given an n × n matrix x, let d(x)  = (dl(x), 
d2(x) . . . . .  d, (x))  T be the vector of all diagonal entries of x ordered so that 
Idl(X)l >-- Id2(x)l  >- "'" >- Id . (x) l .  By a result of Fan (1951) it is known that 
n-1  n -1  
Z Idj(x)l-ld.(x)l<- E 
j= l  j= l  
i i 
Z Z sj(x), 
j= l  j= l  
i = 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
(4.7) 
Recently, Miranda and Thompson (1994) proved this fact using the following 
kind of group majorization. 
Let V be the space ¢~¢',. Take G to be the group of all operators 
x ---) glxg T, x ~.,/t',, with gl, g2 ~Sade~ • In this example F = {z ~, :  zll 
>-- z22 >- "'" >-- Zn- I . - I  >--- IZ..I) and x* = diag(sl(x), sz(x) . . . . .  s,_a(x), 
sign(det x) Sn(X)) T. The space W consists of all n × n diagonal matrices and 
n n -1  i 
dua l  W F = { z ~n : ~'~j = l Zjj ~-- 0, i = O, ~- ' j=lZj j  - z nn ~-- 0, ~ j= lg j j  ~_- 
1, 2 . . . .  , n - 2}. It now follows from (2.4) and (2.7) that for any x, y ~t"  
we have 
Y ~c x (4.8a) 
if and only if 
n-1  n -1  
~_, sj( y) - sign(det y) sn( y) < E sj( x) - sign(det x) 8n(X), 
j=l  j=l  
n-1  n -1  
Z 8 j (y )  + sign(det y) s , (y )  < ~_, s j (x)  + sign(dee x) s , (x) ,  (4.8b) 
j=X j= l  
i i 
E s (y) _< E sj(x), 
j= l  j= l  
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n -2 .  
Next, in order to obtain (4.7), Miranda and Thompson applied a method 
based on properties of the coordinate sign change group. Now we shall 
present another version of the proof of (4.7) employing (iii) of Theorem 3.2 
for the majorization considered above. 
For the proof we only need to remark that in essence (4.7) is an easy 
consequence of Schur type inequality in version (3.10). To see this, we have 
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to get the explicit form of H and to verify the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. 
As in Examples 4.1-4.2, one can check that H is the group of all operators 
z -o pczp T = (pco)cz (pco) r ,  z ~ ,  where p and c are any matrices in ~,, 
and ~n, respectively, such that det c = 1 and, in addition, c o = 
diag(1, 1 . . . . .  1, - 1) r ~ ~,. In fact, by the formula pc(diag a)p  r = diag pca, 
where a ~ ~2", and by conclusions of Example 2.4 it is not hard to see that 
conditions (A1) and (A2) are met for (W, H, F). Now it is sufficient to 
employ Lemma 3.2. Moreover, for arbitrary a, b ~ ,9~" the following connec- 
tion holds 
diagb ~n diag a iff b ~, , , ta .  (4.9) 
This gives for any x, y ~t' , ,  
Y* ~n x* (4.10a) 
if and only if 
(SI(Y) . . . . .  Sn -1(Y ) ,  sign(det y) s,,( y) ) r  
~mt (Sl(X) . . . . .  .%_t(X), sign(det x)s , , (x ) )  r, (4.10b) 
which by (4.8) is equivalent to y ~c x. This leads to the equivalence of ~(: 
and ~,  on W. 
As in the previous examples, Px = diag(x~l, x22 . . . . .  x,,,,) r, x ~, , ,  is the 
orthogonal projector from ~t', onto ~n. Hence (Px)* = diag(ldl(x)], 
]d2(x)] . . . . .  ]d n l(x)], sign(det Px)]d,,(x)])  r. Therefore, in accordance with 
(3.10) and (4.8), we get inequalities which together with the formula y - ]6] 
< y + (sign ~)]6] __< y + ]6], y, 6, e ~ R, imply easily inequalities as in 
(4.7), except for i = n - 1. But this inequality follows readily from the 
others. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. In 1987 Eaton presented a new example of group induced 
cone preordering. Namely, let V = ~9"Z~,, and let G be the group of all 
operators x ~ gxg r, x ~, , ,  where g ~ ~,. For notational simplieit)' we 
now consider the even case only, that is, n = 2 r. Recall the canonical form of 
a skew symmetric matrix (see Mehta, 1967, p. 221). For x ~SP~,, there 
exists g ~ el,, such that gxg T is a real matrix whose only nonzero entries lie 
in the 2 × 2 blocks along the principal diagonal. To be more precise, this 
matrix is a block-diagonal matrix in the form gxg r = diag'(O 1 e, 0 2 e . . . . .  0,_ e) "r, 
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wheree is the2×2block(~ -~)andOj ,  j -=  1,2 . . . . .  r, a resomcrea l  
numbers. Moreover, we can choose the matrix g such that 01 >__ 02 > ... > 
O r > O. Then Oj = Oj(x), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  r, are uniquely determined and an 
easy computation shows that Ol(x), 01(x) , 02(x) , 02(x)  . . . . .  Or(x), O~(x) are 
the all singular values of x. So we are allowed to put F = {z ~ S'~S'~,, : z = 
diag(Ole,  02e . . . . .  O~e) T, 01 > 0 2 > "'" >__ O r >_ 0} and x* = 
diag(Ol(x)e, 02(x)e . . . . .  Or(X)e) ~. To get an interpretation of this group 
majorization we apply (2.5) and (2.7) obtaining for any x, y ~ S~, ,  
i i 
y~c x iff Y '~Oj (y)  <_ Y '~Oj (x ) , i=  1 ,2  . . . . .  r ,  (4.11) 
j= l  j=1 
the preordering of weak majorization between the r-vectors O(y)  and O(x). 
We can now derive a Schur type inequality to this example. It is clear that 
W = {z ~S'%q'~ : z = d iag(a le  , a2e . . . . .  c~r e)r, (~i ~ R, i = 1,2 . . . . .  r}. The 
orthogonal projector P from V onto W is given by 
PX = d iag(x12e , x34e . . . . .  X2r_12re) T. 
It remains to establish the group H appearing in Theorem 3.2. Let ~o  be 
the group of all 2r  × 2r  permutation matrices partitioned into 2 × 2 blocks 
such that each row of blocks and each column of blocks contains exactly one 
nonzero block, and this nonzero block equals 
°I or (° 
Then with the help of Lemma 3.2 we see that H is the group of all operators 
of the form z ~ pzp T, z ~ W,  where p runs over ~o.  Actually, the action of 
a operator of this form on a matrix z = diag(ale,  a2e . . . . .  Olre) w yields the 
matrix pzp T = diag(/31e, /32e . . . . .  ~Sre) T, where the vector 13 = 
( [31, ~2 . . . . .  ~r )T ~ Rr is the image of the vector a = (eq,  a 2 . . . . .  a t )  T 
R ~ under a permutation and/or  a sign change of coordinates operation. More 
precisely: let the nonzero block in the ith block row of p lie in 7r(i)th block 
column, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r, where 7r is a suitable permutation of the index set 
01 {1,2 . . . . .  r}. I f  this block in the ith block row is equal to 0 or 
(01 1) ,  then, respectively, /3 i = ol~( 0 or /3i = -a~(  O. Thus, given any 
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z ~ W, it is possible to find an operator in H to transform z onto a matrix in 
F. This means that (A1) holds for the triple (W, H, F). Condition (A2) for it 
is an obvious corollary from (A2) for (V, G, F). 
Moreover, for a , /3  E R" 
diag(/3~e,/3,2 e , . . . ,  /3~e) r ~,  diag(c~,e, a2e , . . . ,  a ,e )  r 
if and only if /3 ~,  a ,  (4.12) 
which, by virtue of (2.7) and (4.11), implies the eqnivalence of the majoriza- 
tions --<~; and ~n on W. 
Finally, as a conclusion from Theorem 3.2 we present the follo,ahng 
inequality of Schur type for any x ~ 5~,5~',,: 
(X,2, X34 . . . . .  X2r 12r) T ~--~u., (0I (X) ,  02(X) . . . . .  Or(x)) T, (4.13) 
The odd case, n = 2r + 1, is a little different notationally, but the main 
results, e.g. the relationships of type (4.11) and (4.13), hold. 
The author would like to thank Professor C. Stqpniak for sonw valuable 
discussions and suggestions. 
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